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ABSTRACT
Language sometimes requires tracking the same participant in different thematic roles across
multiple visual events (e.g., The girl that another girl pushed chased a third girl). To better
understand how vision and language interact in role tracking, participants described videos of
multiple randomly moving circles where two push events were presented. A circle might have
the same role in both push events (e.g., agent) or different roles (e.g., agent of one push and
patient of other push). The first three studies found higher production accuracy for the same
role conditions compared to the different role conditions across different linguistic structure
manipulations. The last three studies compared a featural account, where role information was
associated with particular circles, or a relational account, where role information was encoded
with particular push events. These studies found no interference between different roles,
contrary to the predictions of the featural account. The foil was manipulated in these studies to
increase the saliency of the second push and it was found that this changed the accuracy in
describing the first push. The results suggest that language-related thematic role processing
uses a relational representation that can encode multiple events.
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In language, speakers can describe visual events they
have seen using a sentence like the girl chased the
dog. This sentence is sufficient when there is only
one girl and one dog in the visual context. However,
if the event took place on a busy playground where
there were several girls, then this sentence does not
clearly identify which girl is doing the chasing. One
way for the speaker to resolve this ambiguity is to
use a relative clause (Fox & Thompson, 1990), such
as the girl that pushed the boy chased the dog. This
relative clause refers to a previous pushing event
with a boy, which allows the listener to identify
which girl did the chasing. But using a relative
clause is only possible if both the speaker and listener
are tracking possible referents in the visual scene and
recording thematic roles for these referents across
different events.

This ability involves the interface between visual
systems and language. It is common to think of
vision and language as being separate modules
(Fodor, 1983). In this approach, visual processing
encodes the scene and passes that information to

the language system. The language system might
then assign thematic roles like agent and patient
(e.g., the girl pushed the boy could be encoded with
a propositional representation like PUSH(GIRL,BOY),
where the first argument is the agent and the
second argument is the patient). If there are multiple
girls involved in multiple push events, then it is poss-
ible to use indexes to distinguish which girl is
involved in each event (e.g., the girl1 that the other
girl2 pushed pushed a third girl3 might have two prop-
ositions PUSH(GIRL1,GIRL3 ) + PUSH(GIRL2,GIRL1) ).
Since this modular account encodes thematic roles
within the language system, we will refer to it as the
Linguistic account of thematic role processing.

In contrast to the Linguistic account, there is a
growing body of work using visual world eye-tracking
experiments which argue against a strictly modular
separation between vision and language (Altmann &
Kamide, 2007; Knoeferle et al., 2005; Tanenhaus
et al., 1995). In these studies, incremental processing
of linguistic input causes moment-by-moment
changes in eye movements in the visual system.
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These eye-movement studies often use stimuli where
linguistic information triggers looks to particular enti-
ties in the visual scene, based on their thematic role in
the scene (Griffin & Bock, 2000; Knoeferle & Crocker,
2006; Knoeferle & Kreysa, 2012). Furthermore, these
eye-movements take place even when the screen
has been blanked such that the referents are no
longer visible (Altmann, 2004; Knoeferle & Crocker,
2007). This means that these shifts involve an internal
memory which tracks both the location and roles of
the objects in the visual scene. In the above studies,
participants searched for an object where it was pre-
viously seen. But it has also been shown that people
will look for an object at a new goal location if they
were given linguistic input that told them that it
was moved there (Altmann & Kamide, 2009). These
studies suggest that linguistic and visual represen-
tations are bidirectionally linked and changing the-
matic roles with language can immediately
influence visual scene processing.

Although these studies appear to require a tight
integration of vision and language, it is still not clear
how this is done. Computational models of parsing
in the visual world have trouble tracking distinct
roles across multiple events with entities of the
same kind (e.g., different girls in multiple push
events, Mayberry et al., 2009). But outside of language
work, there is relevant research on this issue in studies
of purely visual processing within the multiple object
tracking paradigm (MOT, Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). In
this paradigm, participants are presented with a
display of objects (e.g., 9 crosses) that move in
random patterns and are instructed to track a sub-
group of these objects (the targets). Since the
objects are visually identical, participants must track
the targets until the test phase at the end of the
trial. By varying the number of targets, it has been
found that viewers can track a small set of objects
in parallel (Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; Oksama &
Hyönä, 2016; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). Since this
tracking can be done even when visual input is
removed (Alvarez et al., 2001; Keane & Pylyshyn,
2006), it is assumed to involve an internal collection
of pointers or indexes that can track the identity of
objects in parallel by updating their positional infor-
mation as the objects move around in the visual
scene (Pylyshyn, 2000).

Studies of visual processing have found that the-
matic-role-related information can be extracted from

the motion patterns of simple shapes or dots
(Barrett et al., 2005; Heider & Simmel, 1944; Michotte,
1946; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000; Twomey et al., 2016).
For example, Gao et al. (2009) showed participants
scenes where multiple circles moved randomly,
except for a particular wolf circle that was chasing a
sheep circle around the screen (the wolf and sheep
circles were visually identical). The observers were
readily able to detect the wolf, as it tended to move
in a fairly direct manner towards the sheep. This
demonstrated that the agent of a chasing event can
be identified from movement patterns alone (Dittrich
& Lea, 1994; Frankenhuis et al., 2013; Galazka &
Nyström, 2016; Gao & Scholl, 2011; Meyerhoff et al.,
2013; van Buren & Scholl, 2017). By using identical
shapes that move randomly, these visual paradigms
remove semantic features that can influence thematic
role processing and provide a framework for examin-
ing purely motion-based processing in the visual
system and the extent to which this supports role-
referent tracking.

Most research examining thematic roles in MOT
has focused on single events. To better examine the-
matic role processing in multiple events, Jessop and
Chang (2020) developed the Push-MOT task, which
used actions that depicted an agent causally
pushing a patient. Causal pushing events were first
studied by Michotte (1946) and are one of the most
widely investigated instances of causality in the per-
ception literature (Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Mayrhofer
& Waldmann, 2016; Saxe & Carey, 2006; Schlottmann
et al., 2006; Scholl & Tremoulet, 2000). The standard
pushing (or launching) display involves one object
(e.g., square A) moving directly towards a second
stationary object (e.g., square B) and stopping when
it makes physical contact. If square B immediately
moves away along the same vector upon contact,
then observers will interpret the sequence as square
A pushing square B and causing it to move.

The Push-MOT task places these push events
within an MOT paradigm and requires participants
to identify the thematic roles of the objects through
sentence production. Jessop and Chang (2020) pre-
sented adult participants with a display of nine visu-
ally identical circles that were initially moving in
random patterns. Occasionally, the movement
stopped and a push event took place between two
circles. Then random motion resumed with the possi-
bility of depicting up to two additional push events.
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At test, two circles from one of the pushes and a
random foil object were presented in different
colours and the participants described how they
interacted in an active transitive sentence, such as
blue pushed green. To provide accurate descriptions,
the participants had to track the roles of the circles
in the multiple push events as they moved randomly
until the colour information was provided at test,
which allowed them to map the colour names to sen-
tence positions. Across three studies, the participants
could track the roles for two push events at above
chance levels suggesting that there was the capacity
to track the roles of about four objects.

Since the link between visual and linguistic proces-
sing is still not well understood, it is useful to lay out
explicitly the processes that are involved in the Push-
MOT task. Figure 1 depicts a hypothesized set of pro-
cesses during a push event (time 7, 9, 11) and the test
frame at the end of the trial after a period of random
motion.

Since the circles have an identical shape and
colour, the identity of circles must be tracked with
pointers as they move and this is shown with the
letters R, B, and G in Figure 1 (Process 1). We
assume that basic motion information like velocity is
also tracked with each circle (red arrows, Process 2;
Iordanescu et al., 2009). To recognize actions like
pushing, it is necessary to identify that the agent
circle is moving directly towards the patient circle.

One heuristic that can do this is the chasing subtlety
heuristic (Gao et al., 2009), which records the angle
between the velocity of the object from Process 2
and the most direct path towards another object.
But since this heuristic is more general and can be
used for recognizing the components of a push
event in this work, we will call it the angle of approach.
This relational motion heuristic is computed in
Process 3 and is depicted by the purple curve
between the red velocity vector and the dashed line
for the direct path. It can be used to recognize the
two components of pushing where circle G is
moving towards circle R at time 7 (angle of approach
= 5 degrees) and the fact that circle R is moving away
from circle G at time 11 (angle of approach = 170
degrees). But to recognize a complete action, an
extra action identification process is needed that
combines these components together (Process 4).
For pushing, the agent first moves towards the
patient (Time 7), they make contact (Time 9), and
then the patient moves away (Time 11). These three
components need to be in this order and without sub-
stantial delays between them in order to be seen as a
pushing action (Leslie & Keeble, 1987). Once a
pushing action has been recognized, then role infor-
mation can be stored as features on circle tracking
pointers (circle G has the AGENT feature, circle R has
the PATIENT feature at time 11, Process 5). At test,
colours are assigned to the circles. The speaker can

Figure 1. Processes in the Push-MOT task.
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describe the scene as green pushed red, by searching
the pointers for the AGENT feature and producing
its colour word in the subject syntactic position.
Then it searches for the PATIENT feature and pro-
duces the colour in the object syntactic position.

The above theory is sufficient when describing
scenes where each circle is only involved in one
pushing event. But it is not clear what will happen
when the same circle is involved in two pushing
events. If circle G pushed circle R and circle B
pushed circle G, then the pointer for circle G should
have both agent and patient features. One linguistic
phenomenon that is dependent on the role overlap
between two events is the difference in the proces-
sing of subject and object relative clauses. The
above example where circle G had different roles in
each push event (agent and patient) could be
described with an object relative clause (ORC) sen-
tence like the green that blue pushed pushed red. If
instead the circle G pushed the circle B (same role
of agent in both push events), then a subject relative
clause (SRC) like the green that pushed blue pushed red
would be appropriate. There is a large body of work in
language comprehension which finds a preference for
SRCs over ORCs in processing and this is called the
relative clause asymmetry (Gordon & Lowder, 2012;
Just & Carpenter, 1992; Sheldon, 1974). Traditionally,
this difference has been explained by linguistic
memory (Gibson, 1998) or input regularities (MacDo-
nald & Christiansen, 2002; Reali & Christiansen,
2007). The present work examined whether role
overlap in a visual scene can influence this asymmetry
in language.

The first issue is to determine if there is any
influence of overlapping roles on sentence pro-
duction and whether this creates a bias for SRCs
over ORCs within the Push-MOT task. If there is a
bias, then we will examine whether this bias is due
to the linguistic features of the task. In the modular
Linguistic approach that we proposed earlier, visual
processing extracts role information and it is passed
to a separate linguistic module. We assume that role
tracking in the linguistic module is not limited in
the same way as the visual system and it can
encode a larger number of events and roles.
Without these limitations, role overlap itself does
not create a processing bias and instead the behav-
ioural differences in the task are due to the structures
that are used. The first three studies will test the

Linguistic approach using different sentence struc-
tures. If these studies reveal a role for the visual com-
ponent of this task, then additional studies will be
done to examine the nature of that system.

Experiment 1: subject and object relative
clause descriptions in the Push-MOT task

The first study examined how people described
scenes involving two push actions that differed in
how roles overlapped across the push actions
(Figure 2). In the Same Role condition, the agent of
the first push event was also the agent of the
second push event. In the Different Role condition,
the patient of the first push was the agent of the
second push. At test, these three circles were given
colours and participants had to describe their inter-
action in a sentence. They were asked to use a SRC
sentence like the red that pushed blue pushed green
for the Same Role condition and an ORC sentence
like the red that blue pushed pushed green for the
Different Role condition.

Previous work has found that participants can track
about four objects in this task using internal pointers
(Jessop & Chang, 2020). To represent these tracking
pointers, we will use capital letters corresponding to
the colours that are used at test for linguistically dis-
tinguishing the circles (R for RED, B for BLUE, G for
GREEN, Figure 2), although these colours are not avail-
able when the push events are initially seen. In the
first push in the Same Role condition, the circle R
pushes the circle B, so the R pointer is marked with
the feature AGENT1 and the B pointer is marked
with the feature PATIENT1. Then when the second

Figure 2. Same and Different Role conditions in Experiment 1
with corresponding Featural representations.
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push is seen, the R pointer is given an additional
AGENT2 feature and the G pointer is given the
PATIENT2 feature. At test, the participant searches
the pointers to find an agent, and the double agent
features on R make it easy to select that as an
agent. In the first push in the Different Role condition,
the circle B is given AGENT1, circle R is given PATIENT1
and AGENT2, and the circle G is given PATIENT2. At
test, searching for an agent is more difficult, since
two different objects have been agents and the
system must identify which one is the main clause
agent and which is the embedded clause agent. In
this account, roles are encoded as features on
object-tracking pointers, so therefore this account
will be called the Featural account. Since the bias
for same roles arises from the fact that the same fea-
tures are on a single pointer, this Featural account
depends on the object tracking mechanisms in the
visual system.

On the other hand, the Linguistic account argues
that visual processing passes role information to the
linguistic module. Linguistic role tracking is done
with a different formalism which is not limited in
the same way as visual role tracking. For example, a
propositional representation like PUSH(CIRCLE1,
CIRCLE3) + PUSH(CIRCLE2,CIRCLE1) has two separate
copies of the CIRCLE1 code, so accessing its agent
role in the first push does not require checking the
patient role in the second push. In this work, we
assume that role match or mismatch does not play
a strong role within the linguistic module itself.
Instead, any behavioural differences that are found
should arise from the linguistic structures that are
used (Gibson, 1998). This study contrasts the predic-
tions of the Linguistic account with the Visual Featural
account.

Methods

Participants
All of the experiments in this work were conducted
under the approval of the Health and Life Sciences
Committee on Research Ethics at the University of
Liverpool (reference: 0450). 22 participants were
recruited from the undergraduate population of the
University of Liverpool. The participants were
required to be native English speakers with normal
language and cognitive abilities, plus normal or cor-
rected-to-normal vision. This sample size was

determined via a power analysis conducted using
the simr 1.0.5 package (Green & MacLeod, 2016) in R
version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2021). Data from study 1
of Jessop and Chang (2020) were entered into
mixed-effects models matching the maximal specifi-
cation described in the Analysis section. 1000 Monte
Carlo simulations were performed as the sample size
was increased from 10 to 30 in increments of 2. The
results showed that a Push-MOT study with 20 partici-
pants completing 60 trials would provide 85% power
(95% CI [82.63, 87.16]) to detect a log odds ratio of
0.25 with a two-sided alpha level of 0.05. On this
basis, each of the studies presented in this work
used samples of at least 20 participants. The sup-
plementary materials contain data and scripts for
this power analysis as well as other statistical analyses
and example videos for this and the following studies
(https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PKXZH).

Stimuli and apparatus
The study consisted of 60 trials: 30 with each role
overlap condition (Same/Different Role) with the
same condition never appearing more than twice in
a row. This was controlled using two diametrically
ordered counterbalancing lists with half the partici-
pants randomly assigned to each group.

Each trial lasted 25 seconds and involved animated
sequences where nine identical white circles (0.8° in
diameter) moved randomly on a black background
(Figure 3). These sequences were shown in full-
screen on an LCD (2880 × 1800; 36.5° × 23.2° visual
angle), and they were designed and presented
using the Processing 3 programming language
(https://processing.org/).

Throughout each trial, a red fixation cross (0.4° ×
0.4°) appeared in the centre of the display. For the
first three seconds, all nine circles moved in unpre-
dictable random patterns at a constant speed of 6°/
second (Figure 3A). This was controlled by an algor-
ithm that changed their direction within a 120°
window approximately every 250 milliseconds. Their
direction was also changed whenever they moved
closer than 4.2° to other circles (centre to centre),
thereby forcing them to move away from each
other. To prevent the circles from moving outside
the display window, the circles were redirected
towards the centre of the display whenever they
were within 1.6° visual angle of the display edge.
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After 3 seconds of random movement, the first
push event occurred (Figure 3B). Two of the circles
were selected at random and assigned the roles of
agent and patient. Then, all of the circles stopped
moving as the agent and patient circles engaged in
a causal launch event that lasted approximately 3
seconds (Michotte, 1946). Here, the agent directly
approached the patient and immediately stopped
upon contact, then the patient moved away along
the same vector and at the same velocity. Afterwards,
all nine circles resumed their random motion for one
second (Figure 3C) before a second push event
occurred (Figure 3D). A third circle was randomly
selected to be the patient, while one of the circles
from the first push served as the agent, as determined
by the event type condition. In the Same Role con-
dition, the agent from the first push also carried out
the second. However, in the Different Role condition,
the patient from the first push became the agent in
the second. Once both pushes were completed, all
nine circles continued to move in random patterns
for the remainder of the trial (approximately 15
seconds; Figure 3E).

After 25 seconds, all movement was terminated
and four of the nine circles were highlighted in red,
blue and green (Figure 3F). Since the aim of this
study was to test whether the participants could
produce a relative clause describing both push
events, three of the highlighted circles were the
circles from the two push events and the other was

a foil randomly selected from the circles that had
not been involved in any push event. To encourage
participants to use a relative clause, we created ambi-
guity by using the same colour (e.g., blue) to highlight
both the foil circle and the circle that appeared in
both of the push events; specifically, as either an
agent in both (Same Role condition) or as a patient
then an agent (Different Role condition). Since there
were two circles with the same colour, a relative
clause would be needed to identify which circle was
being referred to. Participants were also instructed
to start their sentences with the colour that appeared
twice, which ensured consistency in the descriptions.

Procedure
The participants were guided through example trials
for both the Same and Different Role conditions.
They were instructed to track all the circles involved
in all the push events while remembering the agent
and patient of each push. It was explained that they
were to describe how the circles interacted in a sen-
tence such as the red that pushed blue pushed green
(Same Role) or the red that blue pushed pushed green
(Different Role), using the appropriate colour words
for the given trial. The participants were instructed
to start their utterance with a head noun phrase
(NP) with the colour that appeared twice at test.
They were also asked to fixate their gaze on the
marker in the centre of the screen during the video.
After being randomly assigned to one of two

Figure 3. Push-MOT Task: (A) random motion, (B) the first push event, (C) random motion, (D) the second push event, (E) random
motion, and (F) the test display. Motion arrows are not present in the actual display.
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counterbalance groups, the participants completed a
total of 60 trials with the opportunity to take breaks
when needed. When the four circles changed colour
at the end of the trial, they described the interaction
aloud before clicking the circles in the order they were
spoken (head NP, embedded NP, matrix object NP).
This provided a means of checking that all of the
targets were being tracked, discouraging a strategy
of relying on the head NP being highlighted in the
same colour as the foil at test. Once all three circles
had been clicked, the programme recorded the par-
ticipants’ selections and advanced to the next trial.

Coding
The participants’ verbal descriptions were audio-
recorded and later transcribed. They were coded for
whether the target sentence matched the push
event that was depicted (Response accuracy). The
Same Role events should have been described with
an SRC structure and the Different Role events with
an ORC structure. Color words had to be in sentence
positions within the structures that matched the
visual scene. This response accuracy coding scheme
allowed for the the fact that Same Role events could
be described in two different ways, namely by switch-
ing the push events in the relative and main clause
(e.g., the red that pushed blue pushed green vs. the
red that pushed green pushed blue). However, there
was only one correct way to describe the events in
the Different Role trials as the event in each clause
could not be switched without changing the
meaning of the sentence.

Analysis
All of the analyses in the present work used logistic
mixed-effects models, as implemented in the lme4
1.1-26 package (Bates, Mächler, et al., 2015) via lmerT-
est 3.1-3 (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) in R version 4.0.2
(Core Team, 2021). The model parameters were com-
puted using maximum likelihood estimation with the
NLopt optimization algorithm. For each model, the
maximal random slopes were initially entered for
the random intercept of subject (Barr et al., 2013).
Convergence issues were addressed by sequentially
removing random slope terms, starting with those
that accounted for the least variance. The models
were then checked for overparameterization using
principal components analysis of the random effects
with further simplifications being performed where

necessary (Bates, Kliegl, et al., 2015). Marginal and
conditional R2 statistics are reported as effect sizes,
which denote the proportion of the variance
explained by the model both with (conditional R2)
and without (marginal R2) the random effects struc-
ture included (Johnson, 2014; Nakagawa et al., 2017;
Nakagawa & Schielzeth, 2013). Visualizations of the
data are provided in pirate plots with shaded bars
to show the mean accuracy of the entire sample, jit-
tered points for the individual participant perform-
ance levels averaged across all trials, and violin lines
showing the probability density of the data.

Results

A logistic mixed-effects model was fit to the data with
role overlap condition (Same/Different Role) as an
effect-coded fixed factor. The analysis tested
whether there was a reliable difference in response
accuracy, which was coded as a binomial variable
(match=1, mismatch=0) based on whether the partici-
pants’ response matched the event in the trial. The
maximal model supported by the data included
subject as a random intercept without random
slopes (R2m = .07, R2c = .29). As illustrated in Figure 4,
participants were more likely to produce an appropri-
ate relative clause sentence in the Same Role (M= .74,
SD = .44) than the Different Role (M= .53, SD = .5) con-
dition (b =−0.58, SE = 0.07, t =−8.84, p < .001).

This study demonstrated that the visual scenes in
the Push-MOT task have an impact on the accuracy
of the sentences used in language processing. The
results support the predictions of the Featural
account, where the mismatching role features in the
Different Role condition create interference relative
to matching role features in the Same Role condition.
Since the Push-MOT task involves circles that are iden-
tical in shape and colour, the semantic plausibility of
these structures is unlikely to explain this difference.
However, the observed asymmetry could be affected
by linguistic difficulties in using an ORC structure and
the next study tried to address that possibility.

Experiment 2: Subject and passive relative
clause descriptions in the Push-MOT task

The Push-MOT task uses self-moving objects that are
potentially animate and previous work has shown
that ORCs are used less often when the head NP is
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animate (Gennari & MacDonald, 2008; Mak et al., 2006,
2002; Traxler et al., 2002, 2005). To reduce this argu-
ment mismatch, it is possible to use passive relative
clauses such as The blue that was pushed by red
pushed green (Gennari et al., 2012; Gennari & MacDo-
nald, 2008, 2009). Corpus analyses have reported that
passive relatives are broadly more common than
ORCs in English (e.g., Roland et al., 2007). This prefer-
ence for passive relatives also appears to increase
with the level of conceptual similarity between the
animate referents of the sentence (Humphreys et al.,
2016) and this is relevant for this study, since the
circles are all conceptually identical. Thus, passive
relatives may be favoured for the stimuli used in the
Push-MOT task.

The visual component of Experiment 2 was identi-
cal to the first study (Figure 2). But the language com-
ponent was changed, such that the Different Role
condition was described with a passive relative. If
the use of this structure removes the asymmetry,
then that would suggest that the results in Exper-
iment 1 arose from the mismatch between animacy
and ORCs. However, if there is still a preference for
the Same Role condition in the present study, then
it would suggest that the basis of the asymmetry is
not strongly dependent on the structure used.

Method

The design, stimuli, apparatus, and analysis were
identical to Experiment 1. Following the same criteria
as the previous study, an additional sample of 20
undergraduate participants were recruited at the Uni-
versity of Liverpool. The procedure also matched the
first study with one exception: the participants were
instructed to describe the events using either an
SRC (e.g., the red that pushed blue pushed green) or a
passive relative clause (e.g., the red that was pushed
by blue pushed green). Response accuracy was binomi-
ally coded with the requirement that participants
used an SRC or passive RC (PRC) to correctly identify
the roles of the highlighted referents. The participants
also produced reduced relatives (e.g., the red pushed
by blue pushed green), which were treated as PRCs.
Although PRCs could have been described with
ORCs, this did not occur.

Results and summary

A logistic mixed-effects model was fitted with role
overlap (Same/Different Role) as an effect-coded fixed
factor (Figure 5). The maximal model supported by the
data contained subject as a random intercept and the
random slope of event type (R2m = .08, R2c = .39). It was

Figure 4. Response accuracy by Role Overlap conditions in Experiment 1. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin lines
show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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found that accuracy in tracking the pushes and describ-
ing them in an appropriate relative clausewas higher for
the SameRole (M= .78, SD = .42) condition compared to
theDifferent Role (M = .55, SD = .5) condition (b =−0.65,
SE = 0.16, t =−4.02, p < .001).

Experiment 2 found a bias for Same Role con-
ditions similar to Experiment 1, even though the
Different Role condition was described with passive
relatives that are more common than ORCs structures
in English (Roland et al., 2007) and are often produced
with animate referents (Gennari & MacDonald, 2009).
But the use of different structures still means that
there may be some linguistic difference driving the
bias for SRC structures. To remove the effects of sen-
tence structure and isolate the role of visual proces-
sing in this task, Experiment 3 instructed
participants to describe the same stimuli with
simple active transitive sentences in both conditions.

Experiment 3: Active transitive descriptions
for same/Different Role events

The two previous studies observed a Same Role pre-
ference using relative clause structures. The Featural
account argues that this asymmetry is due to the
tracking of roles in visual processing, so the Same

Role bias should appear even when linguistic differ-
ences are neutralized. To test this prediction, Exper-
iment 3 presented participants with the same push
events as the previous two studies, but instructed
them to describe the scenes using simple active tran-
sitive sentences such as red pushed green in both con-
ditions. When describing these scenes with transitive
sentences, participants can ignore whether roles
match or mismatch across the two push events,
because they only need to linguistically encode one
push event. But if a bias for Same Role events is
found, then it suggests that visual tracking of the
second push still influences language processing
even though that push is not expressed linguistically.

Method

Participants
An additional sample of 20 undergraduate partici-
pants was recruited at the University of Liverpool.

Design and stimuli
The design and stimuli involved the same Push-MOT
paradigm as Experiment 1 and 2 with identical
Same/Different Role conditions (Figure 2). However,
the participants were tested on only one of the

Figure 5. Response accuracy by Role Overlap conditions in Experiment 2. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin lines
show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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push events that occurred during the trial, rather than
having to describe both interactions. At test, four
circles were highlighted in four different colours
(red/blue/green/pink). Two of these circles were the
agent and patient of one of the push events, while
the other two were unrelated foil circles that did
not feature in any of the pushes. The study consisted
of 60 trials: 30 with each condition (Same/Different
Role), each of which was subdivided into 15 trials
testing the first push and 15 trials testing the
second push. Two counterbalance lists were gener-
ated to fix the order of these four combinations so
that they were unpredictable and to prevent the
same event configurations or test conditions from
appearing more than twice in a row.

Procedure
The procedure was the same as the previous studies,
except the participants described the events at test
using an active transitive sentence such as red
pushed green. They were instructed to track all of
the circles from both push events and were informed
that either of them could be tested. Response accu-
racy was coded as a binomial outcome measure
(match=1, mismatch=0), where participants were
required to correctly identify the agent and patient
highlighted at test.

Results and summary

Experiment 3 used a logistic mixed-effects model with
role overlap (Same/Different Role) as an effect-coded
fixed factor. The model supported the maximal
random effects structure, which included event type
as a random slope for subject (R2m = .01, R2c = .19). The
results revealed significantly higher response accuracy
for the trials Same Role (M = .77, SD = .42) than
Different Role (M = .68, SD = .47) conditions (b =
−0.24, SE = 0.07, t =−3.29, p < .001), as illustrated in
Figure 6. This demonstrates that the visual scene influ-
ences linguistic processing even when there is no
difference in the linguistic structure being produced
and no issue in selecting which push event to report.

To better understand the role of linguistic struc-
tures in this task, an additional model was fitted
with the data from the three studies. The model
included role overlap (Same/Different Role) as an
effect-coded factor with the addition of experiment
(1/2/3) as a fixed factor with two Helmert contrasts.

The first contrast compared the first two studies
(Experiment 1: active ORC; Experiment 2: passive rela-
tive), while the second contrast compared Experiment
3 with the combined accuracy in Experiments 1 and
2. The random-effects supported by the data included
role overlap as a random slope for subject (R2m = .06,
R2c = .30). This analysis confirmed that accuracy was
higher for the Same Role condition across the three
studies (b =−0.49, SE = 0.06, t =−8.54, p < .001). The
magnitude of this asymmetry did not significantly
differ between Experiments 1 and 2 (p = .730),
suggesting that switching from an ORC to a passive
relative sentence structure did not affect the
difficulty of the task. However, the size of the asym-
metry was significantly smaller in the third study com-
pared to the first two studies combined (b = 0.12, SE
= 0.04, t = 3.03, p = .002), which appears to have been
driven by higher accuracy levels for the Different Role
trials in Experiment 3 (Figure 6).

These three studies addressed several questions
about the link between role tracking in vision and
language production. The Linguistic account
assumes a strongly modular view of the relationship
between vision and language and if referential infor-
mation is redundantly encoded on separate prop-
ositions, then there may be no difference between
Same/Different Role events. But in contrast to this
prediction, a bias for Same Role events was found in
sentence production across the three studies. There
was no difference in the Same Role bias in Exper-
iments 1 and 2, and this is inconsistent with the
view that passive relatives might be a better match
for animate circles than ORCs (Gennari & MacDonald,
2009). It is also at odds the possibility that extra lin-
guistic operations (e.g., movement) in passives can
change production accuracy. Finally, Experiment 3
used the same structure for both role overlap con-
ditions, but still a difference was found. Thus, the
results in the above studies suggest that there is a
component of visual role tracking, that is indepen-
dent of linguistic operations and can influence
language production in different ways depending
on the role overlap in the visual scene.

Experiment 4: Comparing visual accounts of
overlapping roles in multiple push events

Although there appears to be an influence of visual
role tracking on language, the exact nature of the
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representation is not well understood. The Featural
account argues that roles are properties of particular
individuals and this can explain why agents can some-
times exist without patients (e.g., “She is eating”) or
patients without agents (“the vase broke”). In the
Same Role condition (left side of Figure 7), the consist-
ent feature on the circle R makes it easy to select that
referent for the subject of an active transitive. But the
Different Role condition (right side of Figure 7) will be
more difficult, because the circle R has different role
features and more care is required to ensure that
the appropriate referent is selected.

The Featural account predicts that mismatching
roles will negatively influence performance. One
way to test that prediction is to use a No Overlap con-
dition, where there are different circles in each of the
two push events (middle column in Figure 7). In the
No Overlap condition, there is no referent with mis-
matching roles, so there should be no interference
between roles in this condition (the role features in
the Featural account are shown in the middle row
in Figure 7). Thus, the Featural theory predicts that
the Different Role condition will be less accurate
than No Overlap and the Same Role condition
should be more accurate than No Overlap.

An alternative approach for encoding roles is to
treat them as relations between the agent and

patient (Hafri & Firestone, 2021). In this Relational
account, patientless sentences like “she is eating”
imply an implicit patient argument like “she is eating
some food”. In Figure 1, it was argued that role track-
ing involves both non-relational motion information
like velocity (Process 2) as well as relational heuristics
like angle of approach (Process 3). But within the Rela-
tional account, the claim is that the storage of agent
and patient information in Process 5 is also done in
a relational manner instead of just adding role fea-
tures to object-tracking pointers.

In the Relational account, the push event is recog-
nized in Process 4, then in Process 5, role information
is stored in a relational representation that is depicted
in the bottom row in Figure 7. In the Same Role con-
dition, the circle R occupies the agent position in both
push relations (AGENT -> PATIENT). It is this similarity
across the two push events that makes it easier to
select R as an agent compared to the Different Role
condition, where R is in agent and patient positions
in the relations. But the critical comparison is
between the Different Role and No Overlap condition.
In both of these conditions, there is no overlap of a
referent in the same role position. This predicts no
difference between these conditions, which is
different from the Featural account’s prediction of
greater interference in the Different Role condition.

Figure 6. Response accuracy by Role Overlap conditions in Experiment 3. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin lines
show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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Thus the Relational account only predicts an advan-
tage when a referent occupies the same role across
different relations.

In addition to testing whether a Featural or Rela-
tional representation is used to track thematic roles,
it is also important to determine how dependent pro-
cessing is on visual representations. One important
difference between the language and visual com-
ponents of the task in Experiment 3 is that only one
push must be encoded linguistically in a transitive
sentence. In the Linguistic account, the second push
should not have an effect on the description of the
first push, since it would not be economical to
devote linguistic resources for processing unused the-
matic roles which can interfere with language pro-
duction. On the other hand, there is extensive
evidence that visual object tracking can track multiple
objects in parallel and this was confirmed in the
earlier work with the Push-MOT task (Jessop &
Chang, 2020). Furthermore, Hafri et al. (2018) found
that people track thematic roles in a visual judgement
task even though roles were not relevant for the jud-
gement and the task had no linguistic component.
They found that these visual judgements were
slowed by thematic roles switches from patient to
agent. This study suggests that if visual systems are
used for tracking roles in the Push-MOT task, it is

possible that task-irrelevant second push roles may
influence the description of the first push.

To explicitly test this possibility, the foil circle pre-
sented at test was manipulated. In the first three
studies, the foils were randomly selected from the
circles that were not involved in a push event. In the
fourth experiment, a Random Foil condition was
created that followed this random selection pro-
cedure. This was compared with a Causal Foil con-
dition, where the foil was selected from the second
push event. Figure 8 depicts some of the differences
between these conditions for the SameRole condition.
In the Relational theory, the causal foil will highlight
the second push (bold) and this could increase the
same role advantage for the circle R to be selected as
the subject of the sentence relative to the Random
Foil condition. This interaction of role overlap and
foil condition is not predicted by the Featural
account, because the causal foil is not connected to
the other role in its push event. Instead, the behaviour
should be similar for both RandomandCausal Foil con-
ditions, because the R pointer is attached to two agent
features in both conditions.

Overall, the Featural and Relational accounts differ
in two predictions. Firstly, the Featural theory predicts
a difference between Different Role and No Overlap
conditions, while the Relational account predicts no

Figure 7. Same Role, Different Role, and No Overlap conditions in Experiment 4 with corresponding Featural and Relational
representations.
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difference. In addition, the Relational account predicts
an interaction of Foil and Role Overlap, while the Fea-
tural theory does not. Finally, the Linguistic account
would predict no difference in the Role Overlap con-
ditions and no effect of Foil on the assumption that
the second push is not linguistically encoded.

Method

Participants
24 participants were recruited from the undergradu-
ate population of the University of Liverpool. As in
the previous studies, all subjects were required to
be native English speakers with normal language
and cognitive abilities, plus normal or corrected-to-
normal vision.

Stimuli
Experiment 4 used the Push-MOT paradigm but with
changes in the push events and the test event. In the
previous studies, either the agent (Same Role) or
patient (Different Role) from the first push event
appeared as the agent of the second. This was
reversed in this study, as the overlapping circle was
always the agent from the first event and its role in
the second push was manipulated (Figure 7). The
study also included No Overlap trials in which the
two events were independent and featured different
circles. During the test events, the participants were
presented with three circles highlighted in different
colours (red/blue/green), whereas four circles were
given in the previous studies. Two of these were the
agent and patient targets from the first push, while
the third circle was determined by the Foil Type

variable. In trials with a Random Foil, the third
object was randomly selected from the distractor
objects that did not appear in either push event. For
Causal Foil trials, the foil was a circle from the
second push event. Thus, for the Same Role events,
the foil was always the second patient, and in the
Different Role trials, it was always the second agent.
In the No Overlap condition, the foil was selected at
random from the second event and could be the
agent or patient. The participants completed 60
trials with an equal number of trials for each level of
Role Overlap and Foil Type, which were ordered
using two counterbalance lists to ensure that the
same conditions did not appear more than twice
consecutively.

Procedure
The procedure was identical to the previous studies
with two critical differences. First, the participants
were instructed to track only the circles involved in
the first push and to ignore their roles in any sub-
sequent events. Second, similar to Experiment 3, the
participants were instructed to describe the inter-
action between the agent and patient at test using
an active transitive structure, such as red pushed blue.

Results and summary

Experiment 4 followed a similar data analysis pro-
cedure as the previous studies, using generalized
linear mixed-effects models with response accuracy
as a binomial outcome variable, where a response is
considered accurate when both the correct agent
and patient were provided in a transitive sentence.
The effect of Role Overlap was tested using centred
contrasts where accuracy in both the Same Role and
Different Role conditions were separately contrasted
against the No Overlap trials, providing a test of
whether thematic role consistency influenced accu-
racy compared to a neutral baseline. Additionally,
Foil Type (Random/Causal) was included as an effect-
coded fixed factor and was crossed with Role Overlap
to assess whether the same effects are observed
under different test conditions. The maximal model
supported by the data contained subject as a
random intercept with random slopes for Role
Overlap but not Foil Type (R2m = .08, R2c = .34). Com-
pared to the trials with No Overlap, the results
showed that accuracy was boosted in the Same Role

Figure 8. Featural, Relational, and Linguistic representations for
Foil manipulation.
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condition, where the overlapping circle played the
agent in both push events (b = 1.11, SE = 0.25, t =
4.43, p < .001). However, accuracy in the Different
Role trials was not significantly different to the No
Overlap conditions (p = .989). While there was no
reliable main effect of Foil Type (p = .152), the differ-
ence between the Same Role and No Overlap trials
was significantly larger in the Causal Foil condition
(b =−0.62, SE = 0.19, t =−3.27, p = .001), but there
was no interaction between Foil Type and the
Different Role and No Overlap contrast (b = 0.26, SE
= 0.16, t = 1.66, p = .096). These results are illustrated
in Figure 9.

Thefindings of Experiment 4 suggest that accuracy is
enhanced when the targets have the same thematic
role across the events, while different roles do not
appear to have a significant impact on performance
compared to independent non-overlapping push
events. These findings conflict with the predictions of
the Featural account, which predicts greater difficulty
in tracking Different Role conditions due to mis-
matched roles being stored with a single pointer (e.g.,
A = AGENT1,PATIENT2). The Relational account does
not predict interference from mismatched roles,
because interactions between relations depend on
overlap in the same role on the same referent (Figure 7).

The foil manipulation offers additional insight into
the way that visual role information was used in the
Push-MOT task. Critically, the difference between

the Same Role and No Overlap conditions was
larger when a Causal Foil was presented. This
cannot be explained in the Featural account,
because the same agent roles (AGENT1 and
AGENT2) are activated in both conditions. In contrast,
under the Relational account, the Causal Foil activates
the second push relation, thereby increasing the same
agent boost (Figure 8).

This study provided two kinds of support for the
Relational account. First, there was no difference in
accuracy between the Different Role and No Overlap
conditions, which is at odds with the prediction of
the Featural account that interference is created by
mismatched roles. Second, accuracy levels were
highest in the Same Role condition with Causal Foils,
which suggests that the second push can influence
the processing of the target even though participants
have been told to ignore it. These results are at odds
with the predictions of the Linguistic and Featural
accounts and appear to support the Relational
account. To replicate and expand these results, the
next study tested these theories by manipulating
patient overlap between the push events.

Experiment 5: Patient consistency in active
transitive descriptions in the Push-MOT task

The four previous studies have provided evidence
that thematic role consistency facilitates sentence

Figure 9. Response accuracy by Role Overlap and Foil Type in Experiment 4. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin
lines show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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production accuracy in a visual task where the same
referent is the agent in two causal actions. However,
the aforementioned role tracking accounts predict a
similar enhancement when the same referent is the
patient in two push events. In the Featural account,
it should be easier to identify a referent as a patient
if it has two patient concept features. Similarly, the
Relational account predicts a performance enhance-
ment when the same referent occupies the same
patient role across different relations. Linguistic
studies have not found a strong bias for cases
where the same referent is the patient in main and
embedded clause (matrix-object ORC bias, de Villiers
et al., 1979; Hakuta, 1981; MacWhinney & Pleh, 1988;
Traxler et al., 2002), so linguistic mechanisms should
not predict a strong bias for patients. The predictions
of these accounts were tested in Experiment 5 by
varying the role consistency of an overlapping
patient (Figure 10).

Method

The design, stimuli, apparatus, and analysis were
identical to Experiment 4 with one key change;
whereas the first agent was always the overlapping
circle in Experiment 4 (except in the No Overlap
trials), it was the first patient that always appeared

in the second event in Experiment 5. For Causal Foil
trials, the foil was a circle from the second push
event. For the Same Role events, the foil was always
the second agent, and in the Different Role trials, it
was always the second patient. In the No Overlap con-
dition, the foil was selected at random from the
second event and could be the agent or patient. Fol-
lowing the same criteria as the previous study, an
additional sample of 24 undergraduate participants
were recruited at the University of Liverpool.

Results and summary

The results are depicted in Figure 11. The maximal
model that was supported by the data contained
subject as a random intercept with Foil Type as a
random slope (R2m = .07, R2c = .29). This model found
no reliable differences in accuracy between the
Different Role and No Overlap conditions (p = .291),
but accuracy was higher in the Same Role condition
compared to the No Overlap condition (b = 0.69, SE
= 0.19, t = 3.55, p < .001). There was no main effect
of Foil Type (p = .242), nor were there any interactions
between Foil Type and the Same Role (p = .533) or
Different Role contrasts (p = .881).

Experiment 5 demonstrated that thematic role con-
sistency in patients also enhances production accuracy

Figure 10. Same Role, Different Role, and No Overlap conditions in Experiment 5 with corresponding Featural and Relational
representations.
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with no significant difference between the Different
Role and No Overlap conditions. These findings were
consistent with agent overlap results in Experiment 4
and offer further support to the Relational account,
which predicts that scenes with mismatching roles
would not create interference relative to the No
Overlap condition. They are incompatible with the pre-
dictions of the Linguistic and Featural accounts.

In contrast with the fourth study, Experiment 5
observed no reliable effects of Foil Type. The Rela-
tional theory predicts that a Causal Foil would raise
the activation of the second push relation, increasing
the likelihood that this overlapping circle would be
selected as the patient. The absence of this effect
could be because this Causal Foil enhancement
occurred at the object position of the sentence,
which may have weakened its overall effect. To test
whether this lack of an effect of foil on the Same
Role condition is due to the change in sentence pos-
ition (subject to object) or change in role (agent to
patient) between Experiments 4 and 5, this study
was replicated with a passive transitive structure
that placed the patient into the subject position.

Experiment 6: Patient consistency in passive
descriptions in the Push-MOT task

Experiment 6 used the role overlap conditions as
Experiment 5, where the overlapping target was the

patient from the first push (Figure 10). However, the
participants were instructed to describe the scenes
using passive transitive structures, such as red was
pushed by blue. This places the overlapping role
element in the subject position of the sentence, pro-
viding a closer comparison with the results of Exper-
iment 4, where the overlapping target was
produced in the first position. We predict that when
a scene contains a double patient, it will be easier to
produce a passive transitive than an active sentence,
as previous studies have observed preferences for
passive transitives and passive relative clauses when
the patient or experiencer is more salient than the
agent or cause of the event (e.g., Ferreira, 1994;
Gennari & MacDonald, 2009). If the lack of an effect
of Foil Type in Experiment 5 was due to the overlap-
ping target appearing in the object position, then
there should be an effect of Foil Type when the
overlap is in the subject position.

Method

Experiment 6 used the same design, stimuli, and
analysis as Experiment 5. The procedure was also
identical, except the participants were instructed to
describe the interactions at test using a passive tran-
sitive structure (e.g., green was pushed by blue) rather
than an active sentence. For this study, a further 24

Figure 11. Response accuracy by Role Overlap and Foil Type in Experiment 5. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin
lines show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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undergraduate participants were recruited at the Uni-
versity of Liverpool.

Results and summary

The results are depicted in Figure 12. The maximal
model that was supported by the data contained
subject as a random intercept with the Same Role
contrast as a random slope (R2m = .04, R2c = .29). The
model found no significant difference in accuracy
between the Different Role and the No Overlap con-
ditions (p = .433), but this contrast showed an inter-
action with Foil Type (b = 0.35, SE = 0.16, t = 2.16, p
= .031), as accuracy in the Different Role condition
was lower in trials with Causal Foils but higher in
trials with Random Foils. Consistent with the previous
studies, accuracy was greater in the Same Role con-
dition (b = 0.76, SE = 0.17, t = 4.34, p < .001) than the
No Overlap condition. However, this did not interact
with Foil Type (p = .283). There was also no overall
main effect of Foil type (p = .334).

Experiment 6 replicated the advantage for double
patients, which is at odds with the Linguistic
account. The lack of interference from mismatched
roles compared to non-overlapping events is hard
to explain in the Featural account. The results sup-
ported the Relational account, where different push
events can enhance each other only when they
overlap on the same role. Also, as in Experiment 4,
there was an interaction between Foil Type and the
contrast between the Different Role and No Overlap
trials. Although the direction of the effect is not pre-
dicted by the Relational theory, this significant differ-
ence shows that the second push is influencing the
description of the first push, even though participants
were told that they could ignore the second push.

To better understand the results from the final
three studies, an additional analysis was conducted
using the accuracy scores in the combined data
from Experiments 4, 5 and 6. Identical to the separate
analyses used for these datasets, a mixed-effects
model was fit to the data with Role Overlap (Same
Role/Different Role/No Overlap) and Foil Type
(Random/Causal) as fixed factors. Additionally, exper-
iment (4/5/6) was entered as a Helmert coded fixed
factor with two contrasts. The first contrast examined
the linguistic difference in Experiments 5 and 6, which
both involved an overlapping patient but required
the participants to describe the events in either an

active or passive structure. The second contrast
tested the role overlap difference between Exper-
iment 4 (agent overlap) and the combined accuracy
of Experiments 5 and 6 (patient overlap). The model
that converged included subject as a random inter-
cept with Role Overlap and Foil Type as random
slopes (R2m = .05, R2c = .27).

Consistent with the individual results for all three
studies, there were no significant differences
between the Different Role and No Overlap con-
ditions (p = .505), whereas accuracy was significantly
higher for the Same Role conditions than the No
Overlap trials (b = 0.72, SE = 0.12, t = 5.76, p < .001).
The magnitude of the Same Role advantage was not
significantly different between the agent overlap of
Experiment 4 and the patient overlap of Experiments
5 and 6 (b = 0.16, SE = 0.09, t = 1.82, p = .069). Further-
more, the contrast between the active structures in
Experiment 5 and the passive structures in Exper-
iment 6 did not yield a significant difference in accu-
racy (b = 0.25, SE = 0.15, t = 1.69, p = .092) nor were
there interactions with other variables. Since partici-
pants were told that they only needed to describe
the first push, the second push should not be
encoded linguistically and hence the differences
found here are hard to explain on the Linguistic
account. In addition, the results were similar for
agents and patient overlap, which is not consistent
with studies using relative clause structures. The Fea-
tural theory predicts a difference between No Overlap
and Different Role conditions, but that was not found.

While the effects of Role Overlap may emerge from
role tracking throughout the entire sequence, the
effect of the Foil Type could only occur at the end
of the trial when the test circles were given colours.
The effect of the Foil Type manipulation was more
variable across the three individual studies and the
main effects and interactions with role (agent/
patient) or structure (active/passive) were not
strong. Nevertheless, the combined analysis found
an interaction between Foil Type and Role Overlap;
specifically, there appeared to be a boost in accuracy
for Same Role conditions (b =−0.3, SE = 0.11, t =
−2.81, p = .005) and a reduction in accuracy for the
Different Role conditions (b = 0.21, SE = 0.1, t = 2.18,
p = .030) when participants were presented with a
Causal Foil at test. A three-way interaction was also
observed, as the increase in Same Role accuracy
associated with the Causal Foil was greater in
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Experiment 4, which involved an overlapping agent,
compared to Experiments 5 and 6, which involved a
patient overlap (b =−0.15, SE = 0.08, t =−2.04, p
= .041). These interactions of foil with role overlap
conditions suggest that the Causal Foil activated the
role information associated with the other member
of the second push as predicted by the Relational
account and this modulated the description of the
first push.

General discussion

The present work examines role tracking in multiple
push events with an overlapping participant. The
first three studies examined the predictions of the Lin-
guistic account, which assumes that thematic role
processing within the linguistic system uses a formal-
ism which is not restricted to a limited number of
visual object tracking pointers (e.g., each referent
could have a unique code and different copies of
the code could represent its role in different prop-
ositions). This account predicts that overlap in linguis-
tic thematic role processing itself does not change
production accuracy, and instead structural planning
is the main way to explain behavioural differences
in the task. These predictions were not supported in
the first three studies. In Experiments 1 and 2, accu-
racy for Same Role events was higher than Different
Role events, and this Same Role bias was insensitive

to the linguistic properties of the structures used
(ORC vs. passive relatives). In Experiment 3, both the
Same Role and Different Role conditions were
described with a transitive structure, but there was
still a Same Role bias even without any linguistic
differentiation. The Push-MOT task also rules out
other linguistic factors such as biases for particular
concepts, because all of the referents were visually
identical circles that could only be distinguished by
their movements in the scenes. In addition, the par-
ticipants described the scenes with colour words as
names which further minimized the similarity to the
input that participants had previously experienced.
Together, these results provide support for a visual
component of thematic role processing.

Two accounts of how the visual system encodes
thematic roles were proposed and their predictions
compared in Experiments 4-6. In these studies, the
Same/Different Role conditions were combined with
a No Overlap condition where there were two push
events without any common participants. The Fea-
tural account argues that role match/mismatch is
encoded on each object referent/pointer, so the
Same Role condition will be more accurate than the
No Overlap condition, and that condition will be
more accurate than the Different Role condition.
The Relational account on the other hand argues
that enhancement only occurs when the same refer-
ent occupies the same role across different events,

Figure 12. Response accuracy by Role Overlap and Foil Type in Experiment 6. Circles depict the individual subject means, the violin
lines show the distribution, and the bars show the condition means.
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and this predicts that the Different Role and No
Overlap conditions should be similar. The last three
studies all found Same Role was higher than
Different Role and No Overlap conditions, which
were not different from each other, and this supports
the Relational account over the Featural account.

To further probe the Relational account, the foil
circle was manipulated in Experiments 4–6 such that
it could come from the second causal push or
another random circle that was not involved in a
push event. In the Featural account, the foil should
not matter, because the object trackers already have
the relevant information about the thematic roles for
each object. But in the Relational account, the causal
foil will enhance the thematic roles for the second
push and that can cause enhancement or interference
with the first push depending on the role overlap con-
dition. It was found that foil condition interacted with
role overlap condition in Experiments 4 and 6. In the
combined analysis, the Causal foil boosted the Same
Role condition and reduced the Different Role con-
dition relative to the No Overlap condition, which is
consistent with the Relational account.

The present role tracking results are most consist-
ent with a visual locus. But this claim is controversial,
because thematic roles are traditionally viewed as
being part of the uniquely human language faculty.
To address this issue, it is worth reviewing the pro-
cesses in the Push-MOT task (Figure 1) and examine
evidence that these abilities are available in primates
that have not evolved special representations for
language. There is evidence that primates can track
multiple objects (Process 1; Albiach-Serrano et al.,
2010; Barth & Call, 2006), encode velocity (Process 2;
Bradley & Goyal, 2008), and goal-directed relational
actions (Process3; Kano & Call, 2014). In addition,
they can distinguish causal pushes (pushing a
button causes juice to appear) from non-causal
pushes (juice appears followed by a button press,
Process 4; Tennie et al., 2019). They were also able
to generalize this knowledge to their own actions
suggesting that they stored an abstract encoding of
the event with an agent role that could be changed
(Process 5). Although some language-trained pri-
mates can generate subject-verb-object sentences
using a lexigram keyboard (Process 6; Savage-Rum-
baugh et al., 1986), this process does not appear natu-
rally, so this appears to require linguistic processing
that is specific to human enculturation. If humans

and primates share some of these abilities, then it is
possible that thematic role processing in humans
involves some purely visual mechanisms.

Although the animal evidence suggests that some
of the processes in the Push-MOT task could be done
without language, it does not rule out the possibility
that the linguistic ability to use thematic roles might
involve systems that were co-opted from systems
that originally supported vision. Or it is possible that
a separate linguistic thematic role system evolved in
humans. In either case, work with the Push-MOT
task helps to characterize the nature of that system.
A linguistic role tracking system would need to be
able to track relational information for multiple push
events for up to 4 objects (Jessop & Chang, 2020). It
would need to allow the description of events to be
influenced by role information from events that are
never described. Thus, the results in the present
study are consistent with a linguistic locus, if the lin-
guistic system had some of the same features that
are known to characterize role tracking in vision.

In addition to providing evidence about the nature
of role tracking, the present results suggest a new
factor that could be influencing the relative clause
asymmetry in language comprehension. Here higher
accuracywas found for same role events in production.
Higher same role accuracy in production could
increase the frequency of SRC sentences in the distri-
bution that is used for language acquisition (MacDo-
nald, 2013). Learners could use this distribution to
acquire their language representations and that
could create a bias for SRC in comprehension, even
without any visual input. This visual role-overlap bias
could be one factor that helps to explain why SRC
structures are preferred over ORC structures in
languages of theworld, evenwhen the linguistic prop-
erties of the language appear to bias against it (Jäger
et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2010, 2013; Lin & Bever,
2006; Miyamoto & Nakamura, 2003; Ueno & Garnsey,
2008; Vasishth et al., 2013). One problem with this
idea is that Experiments 5 and 6 also demonstrated
an advantage for patient overlap, although there is
no matrix-object ORC bias in language studies (de Vil-
liers et al., 1979; Hakuta, 1981; MacWhinney & Pleh,
1988; Traxler et al., 2002). One possible explanation is
that patients are often inanimate and do not act on
others, so this might reduce the frequency of multiple
events with overlapping patients and therefore the
patient overlap bias would not influence the input
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distribution as strongly as the agent overlap bias. This
idea that visual biases could help explain the SRC
asymmetry in language comprehension is speculative,
but it suggests a direction for future research.

The present study is one of the few studies that
attempts to link research on purely visual motion per-
ception to work on language processing. There are
still many open questions and areas that require
further study. This work converges with findings
from visual world eye-tracking studies, where eye
movements to static pictures were immediately
changed by language-induced shifts in thematic
roles. Here using dynamic motion in videos, people
integrated role information from two push events,
that were separated in time by random motion, and
this internal representation influenced a later descrip-
tion of this event. That suggests that there is some
role-overlap sensitive representation that mediates
between vision and language.
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